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The Arithmetic of Income Security Reform

Michael C.Wolfson*
Stotistics Conado

Introduction

There has recently been an increase in discussions about a guaranteed income in Canada.

After the failure in the mid-19?0s of the federal-provincial Social Security Review, there

was a hiatus that ended recently with several royal commission reports, discussions

linked to political party platforms, and federal government announcements of
forthcoming reform initiatives in the areas of income security and taxation.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a quantitative analysis of two options for

income security reform, both of which move in varying degrees toward a comprehensive

guaranteed income. The intention is to provide a more concrete and specific bdsis for

discussion and debate on income security or taxltransfer reform, initially as a starting
point for a workshop organized by the tnstitute for Research on Public Policy,

By design, the two options are polar opposites; one is a package of incremental

reforms, while the other is a'big bangf reform package. The purpose is to illustrate the

wide spectrum of possibilities.that can be considered. The reform options are intended to

be provocative insofar as they draw out or elaborate certain basic trends or choices in the

t This paper reflects the personal views of the author. The current text is somewhat
revisld'based on the iiscussion at the Workshop and documents that have
subsequentiy been published. The policy- analysis content of the_papel draws
ptin"ii,.ffy in the author's experience piior to-joining-statistics Canad.a. The
lmpirical-and methodgloglcg!_c91le1t, on the other hand,. draws on the Social Policy
Siriulation Database/lvtodel (SPSD/IU) project at Statistics Canada- This is a new
database and modelling tool that will shortly be available to the public as a product of
Statistics Canada.
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current policy discussion. For example, the two options are designed to give readers a

basis for considering the following kinds of questions:

a Can Canada afford an adequate guaranteed income?

. Is the amount of redistribution required from the well-off to the needy

' "within reason",

.canthisbedonewithoutincreasingthedeficit,and
't

. will the re'dglting guaranteed income be adequate?

a Must reform of cash transfer programs be coupled to income tax reform?

. can major simplification of the income tax and income transfer system be

achieved?

. can a big-bang style of income tax/transfer reform be implemented step by

step?

o can a reform package be designed that both targets cash transfers better and

does not Penalize women?

. can these same kinds of reforms improve targeting while still giving middle-
' 

incorne families an important interest in (or solidarity with) the net benefrt

Position ofthe Poor?

a Can major reforms in this area remain sensitive to federal-provincial relations

concerns?

While the reader will have to judge, the thrust of the analysis is to suggest that' in

general, answers to the above luestions rrtav 
!,e- iftt3l:it"' In the case of the first

question, an allirmative answer casts doubt on walker's (1980) claim that a guaranteed

income in canada is arithmetically impossible because there simply is not enough income

in the hands of the rich to redistribute. He said that it is a 'myth that ' ' ' we can achieve

more equality or more social justice by taking from the rich [and] giv.ing to the

poor; . . lwithoutl resorting to diaconian measures of taxation which have the ultimate

effect of destroying society's collective ability to produce material well-being*' The thrust

of the present analysis suggests a different .,"*t' with respect to the arithmetic

feasibility of a guaranteed income'

Theanalysisbeginsinthenextsectionwithabriefreviewoftherecenthistoryof
guaranteed i".o*. ploposals in Canada. Then we begin defrning two options for

tax/transfe, ,"for*in'* ire almost polar opposites' The process of definition starts with a

set of objectives and constraints. Both optiottt take as a starting point the objectives

enunciated by the Minister of Finance in t is February 1986 budge,t speech regarding

incorne security reform. They diverge after that, with one option tending towld a set of

smaller incremental reforms while the other is much more sweeping and fundamental in

scope. The former option accepts a variety of constraints while the latter seeks to meet

additional objectives.
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Because we are working with a broad canvas of government programs and tax

provisions, many with involved federal-provincial and other interactions, both options are

necessarily complex. The optionfor morc fundamental reforrn in particular isPremised

uFln a major conceptual .h.ngrr t}re full integration of tfte personal tax and transfer

slstems, with transfers simply negative income taxes and vice versa.

. Once thb two options have been defined, we turn to the question of what is an

adequate income. The guarantees or benefit improvements under the two options are

compared to both the poverty, or low-income lines of various social agencies and the

guarantees currently provided by provincial social assistance programs. When all the

frovisions of the two reform options are put together, the resulting benefit guarantees

represent at least modest improvements over the status quo and, in some cases' approach

the levels of some of the poverty and low-income lines.

The main part of analysis follows with the quantitative simulation of the two

reform options andcomparisons to the status quo. This analysis shows both options to be

broadly reaistriuutive from upper- to lower-income groups. However, they diverge in

their redistributive e{fects between men and women and in their overall elfects on the

elderly and families with children. Perhaps more interesting, even though both options

involve billions of dollars of redistribution compared to the status quo, these changes are

still relatively small compared to the redistribution alrriady taking place within the

existing income tax and transfer systems'

The analysis continues with a discussion of possible transition strategies, mainly

for the fundamental reform option. Several strategies are sketched out; in so doing, it
becornes clear that this option can be characterized in more than one way with very

dilferent connotations. It can be seen as converting personal income tax exemptions to

demogrants or, alternatively, to refundable h::lg-h1{ tax credits. For example, from

orr" pi"rp".tive, the Family Allowance is implieitly tripled; from another it is abolished

and replaced by income-tested benefits with a structure more like the Guaranteed Income

Supplement.

More broadly, from some perspectives the option may appear to be a step toward a

social assistance Style of programming designed simply to prevent tn:"tf.f:om other
'perspectives it may be seen as broadening the social security aspect of Canada's tax and

ionrf"t systems. This ambivalence derives from the basic conceptual change implicit in

the fundamental reform option: the explicit integration of income-tested transfers with

the persoiral income tax system, with one being the negative of the other.

Finally, the two options are assessed briefly with reference to the original

objectives and constraints set out to guide their design.

Background and Context

As noted in the Foreword, in the last several years, there has been an increasing number

of proposals put forward for a guaranteed income.l In the mid-19?0s, the basic document

*"" tit" Orange Paper (19?3) that launched the Social Security Review (SSR). This
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federal:provincial consultative process failed to achieve any significant reform'- llowever'

it was notable at least for its emihasis on one major conceptual innovation, the idea of two

distinct guaranteed income tiers, one for those unable or not expected to *ork-the

incouie support tier-and one for everyone else, particularly the working poor-the

supplernentation tier. This idea of a two-tiered gUaranteed income has apparently been

accepted widely among analysts and commentators concerned with the issue' In addition'

the SSR was notable-fo, tie range of options considered with respect to the federal-

provincial division of frnancing 3nd delivery responsibilities.

With the failure of tlr'erfederal-provincial route to income security reform in the

SSn, r.for---i"J"a "f"-"rr1i 
of the federal government turned to the only other possible

vehicle and one that would allow unilateral federal action-the personal income tax

system. under the aegis of the Department of Finance, an interdepartmental task force

on tax-transfer integr-ation in 19?? looked to the personal income tax system as the

vehicle for deliverin-g what would be the supplementation tier portion of a guaranteed

iniome system.2 m! tast< force could frnd no particular technical problems.with the

notion of negative taxes or, as tkey ar€ now calted, refurldable income tax credits' This

blessing of the idea by a group 
"orrii"tirrg 

mainly of Treasury Board and Finance oflicials

helped set the stage for the child Tax credit introduced in 19?8-

At the provincial level, the failure of the ssR ted several provinces to m11e ahead

on their own to develop various income supplementation programs, particularly

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Quebec'

From the late 19?0s to the early 1980s, there was a hiatus in the public debate

about a gUaranteed income. In the mid 1980s, however, three major reports were

published, the Quebec white Paper (1984) and the reports of the Macdonald (1985) and

Forget (fgSO) ,or"i 
"o**issions- 

All these reports call for major restructuring of the

income security system, including the creation of a new income supplementation tier'

The Parizeau report (Quebec White Paper on the Personal Tax and Transfer Systems) is

particularly notable for its concern about the poverty trap-the very high effective

marginal tax rates faced by the poor as they attempt to work themselves out of poverty'

As well, there is a deliberate attempt to harmonize the income tax and income transfer

systems, for example, to ensure that transfer recipients would not have to pay income tax'

to use common defrnitions of the family unit and of income, and to index both systems in

the same waY over time.

The Macdonald royal commission suggested mqior reforms in the income transfer

area. Their proposed feieral Universal Inaome Security Program ruISP) is akin to the

dS*."tnt.*"r,Ltio. tie, and was motivated in part by the objectives of improv]ns equity

and incentives, targeting benefits to thoSe most in need, particularly the-working poor,

and rationalizing G ir,.o*" security system. The UISP would be financed by abolishing

;;;i;;-i""t 
-*t'y 

existing ineome trahsfer programs as well as a number of tax

expenditrlres. In f."t, some offhe intellectual heritage of the UISP can be traced to ideas

percolating in the now defunct Ministry of statc for social Development in 1984' While

iiat thinking had clearly identifred the need to integrate reforms of the income security

system, such as a UISP, with reform of the personal income tax system, the Macdonald
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commission for some rieason chose to ignore this. As a result, Wolfson (f986) has argUed

that their UISP proposal is seriously flawed-

Most recently the Forget commission (1986), while focusing on the Unemployrnent

Insurance program as directed by their terms ofreference, also proposed the creation ofa

ne* national inc-ome supplementation program. tndeed the Forget report is notable for

the careful development of ." argument distinguishing three tiers in the income security

system: income support, income supplementation, and social insurance. In their view,

most of UI is social insura4ce,. but regionally extended benelits in prticular should be

viewed as a form of incornej.dpplementation rather than social insurance. This argument

underlies their proposal to 
"Uoti"t 

these particular earnings- and region-related UI

benefits and replace therr with a more explicit form of income-tested supplementation

program with benefrts related to the size of the family-

Unlike Macdonald, Forget appears 0o have adopted a perspectiye more s€n$itive to

provincial governments'eoncerns. The Forget supplementation program, while national

irr r"op", would be tailored to each province's specifrc requirements in consultation with

the government of the province in question. Forget also recognizes the importance of at

leasi harmonizing these supplementation progtams with the personal income tax system-

However, perhaps because of the added complexities of provincial variations in
supp-lementation programs, as well as the recognized need to take account of the personal

income tax system, no specilic option for the supplementation tier was presented- This

may prove unfortunate, because much of the criticism of the Forget proposals to cut UI

centres on the fact that the proposed cuts are detailed precisely while any new programs

to offset the UI cuts, particularly the income supplementation progan, are not.

Finally, the current context for debating reform of the tax and transfer systems

must include the major reforms of the U.S. income tax system just passed into law and

their reverberations in Canada, where the Minister of Finance has indicated that major

tax reform is being contemplated. The U.S. tax reform has made the concept of a flat tax

much more popular and has opened the possibility of major shifts between tax bases, in
'partieular, by lowering personal and raising corporate income taxes. Perhaps more

important, recent U.S. tax reforms by their example may have put in question the

conventional canadian wisdom that reform must be incremental.

Objectives and AssumPtions

As noted at tlre outset, this paper presents two specilic options in order to provide the

basis for a more concrete discussion of income security reform. Both options move in

varying degrees toward a guaranteed income. However, before turning to the

de.'Ltopmeni of these reform options, it is important to place some bounds on the

discussion. Social and tax policies are both broad areas and this analysis touches only a

portion of each. Major social poticy programs include health care, education, housing,

social services, job creation and training, social insurance (UI, C/QPP, OAS and workers'

compensation), and other income transfers. In the main, the last group of social programs

will be considered here. In the case of tax policy, the focus will be on the personal income
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tax system, particularly tax credits, personal exemptions, and tax rates' However, many

other personal income'tax policy issues, like the definition of net income' will not be

considered. nssentiaily, thsfocus is on the income support and supplementation parts of

the tax and transfe, o-iirr"o-" security systems' Importan-t areas of social and public

policy such as housing, employment,social services and social insurance are generally not

ioi"ia"r"a, 
"""r, 

trroigtr ti".l 
"re 

often important linkages.. For example, the very high

implicit marginal tax iates in some housinjand day care subsidy programs have not been

taken into account in this analysis'

One of the main lin6g of criticism of guaranteed income proposals derives from the

view that people should eett their income tom *ork. tt is widely thought to be better for

people to gain their income from being productive contributing members of society rather

than to receive it as a handout frorn the state. Politically or ideologically, there may be

some merit to the argUment that having in place a reasonable guaranteed income would

reduce pressure o. ti" go""rnment.of tie day to strive- for full employment' However' it

may be a bit harsh to argue against more adequate basic income guarantees because they

-iglrt -"t" it easier politically to allow high unemployment rates to persist'

Another variant of this argument against a guaranteed income is that it would

divert scarce government funds from job creation or other employment initiatives' The

strength of this argument depends on the comparative likelihood that employment

policies such as p,rf,ti. sector job creation, work sharing, and wage subsidies would work

more effectively. For e*ample, 'make work" projects might not give.employees any

greater sense ofself-worth than a guaranteed inco ne'

At a more technical level, it may be argud that there is a conflict in design

between ernploymentpolicies such as *,ork-sharing 9r 
wlgie subsidies and income hT:ft

policy. However logically, it is just as possible to follow frscal, job creation, wage subsidy'

work-sharingor otfr"t poficies iirectei to*ard reducing unemployment with or without a

guaranteed income in place. For example, if a wage subsidy Program were introduced

with a guaranteed irrco*e already in place, the wage subsidies could be treated just like

other employment income and thus be partially taxed back under the guaranteed income

program. tn fact the costs of the wage subsidy program' net of the savings in guaranteed

income payments, would be reduced'

More broadly, as Thurow (1980) has argued, it may be easier to pursue various

"aiurt-u"i"t 
t"Jt""uring policies leading to higher economic growth and employment

if there is a more adequate and smoothly functioning income security system in place'

The key point is that ihe elaboration oioptior* to reform the income tax and transfer

systems.should notbe seen as an alternative to policies designed to generate employment;

these options could just as well be complementary'

A Tale of Two OPtions

From some viewpoints, canada's tax and transfer systems are fraught with problems' For

example, current 
"on"urrr. 

include the view that the basic incbmes provided to the needy

are inadequate, that high effective marginal tax rates are stifling persoiial initiative' that
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sornething rnust be done to these programs to reduce t'he deficit' that the whole system is

too ctmplex, that *oi"t .,e p*i"li""d bv'man h tt -h:"*l 
and siroilT rules in the

;td assistance system and Uy the dependency implied by the marital tax exemption'

;;;;ath" *elohare not paiing their fair share of taxes. Developing a policv option to

ilr"*;;one of these *rri"*, irns the serious risk of making thingsworse forsome of

the other concerns. The options developed in this Paper ".*9 "9dt1ss 
all these kinds of

;;;";;;; ria"ro""*ly. This task is clearly -.r"h ,oo." diffrcult: One corollary is that

major progre,. o,, 
",,v 

o,,e concern is unlikely. Instead, it may only prove feasible to make

modest progr"r. ir, 
"iew 

of$ese diverse areas while holding the line in others'

As a result, the twJ options presented in this paper a1e by no means finished

proarr"t* iiev 
"ri ".ploratory, 

designed to provoke and focus discussion'

1 transfer reform' one of the
In endeavouring to construct these options for tax and

first conundr.r-s ,elates to federal-provincial furteractions' The federal goverRment's

room for orritater"iJionjs limitei; but broader action requiring federal'provincial

negotiation may be so long and drawn out that nothing would ever happen' Politically'

small unilateral federal ,"tr., have the greatest chance for successful implementation'

However, there are mJ"i""r obstacles be"-aore ofth" w^ay- most provinces (all but Quebec)

piggyback their personal income taxes on top of the federal tax system under the Tax

collection Agreements. when the federal government cuts back a tax expenditure like

the child t"* "*"*pt*, 
revenue wind.falls are generated for the province-s, and less

money is available io ,eiirect toward a more targeted provision like the child tax'credit'

In turn, this results in too many prospective losers from the reform option, as well as a

,-r*di; "" 
the part of the federal government to cut back those tax expenditures that

will result in provincial revenue gains'

Another Catnh-2|concerns UI. .All three recent royal commissions that studied

UI-MacdonaH tfsii), Forget (1986), and House (1986) in Newfoundland-raised serious

concerns and suggested scaling back uI benefits. But they^also all recognized-^that such

reforrn of UI cannot be done io i*l"tiorr; some package of new benefits to offset major

i"r."r Ut irrai"ia,r.t, and regions is essential. All three recommended some form of

guaranteed income (though in Macdonald's case the proposed guaranteed income was not

funded by any of the proposed UI cuts). But this implies that the minimum package for UI

reform must also include a major new proglam' a guaranteed income' ln turn this

minimum package may have become too lalge to be politically feasible' To make matters

worse, as already argued by Parizeau (1984t and Wolfson (1986), no sensible guaranteed

income is feasible *ithout corrsiderable reform of the personal income tax system; tbus

the .minirnum, reform package becomes even more sweeping and hence politically

indigestible.

What to do? To see whether there is a way out of the Catch-22s, conundrums and

competing concerns just described, two optiont *itt U" defrned. The first follows a federal

strategy of piecemeil incremental unilateral reform as far as possible, building upon the

current federal government's stated objectives for social policy reform' lllhe second'

almost polar opposite, option is premisei on sweeping integrated reforms of both federal

and provincial tax and transfer programs. To givl both options names that reflect their
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positive as well as their negative attributes, we refer to the first option as "modest

iinkering" (MT) and the second as'profound demolition" (PD)-3

Both options take as their starting point the four objectives 'enunciated by the

federal Minister of Finance in the February 1986 budget

a maintain universal access,

a direct more resources to-those most in need'

. improve the oppo.trrri$ies for individuals to become more self-reliant' and
I'

a reduce the after-tax value of benefits going to higher-income Canadians'4

It is assumed that self-reliance is improved by restructuring the income tax and transfer

systems to increase incentives to work and to save; in turn, this would seem to imply a

reduction in marginal tax rates. universat access presumably means uriiversal delivery'

which does not preclude universally delivered beneliG like oAS and Family Allowance

from subsequently being fully or partially taxed backfrom'the affiuent '$yllv.' directing

more resourees to the n-eedy wbiL cuttiig back on benefits to the well'offclearlycallsfor

more redistribution from rich to poor'

Thetwooptionsalsoaccepttheconstraintthattheybefrscallyneutralforboththe
federal gou"rrrrn"rrf ind each irovincial government (that is, that the net value of

revenues minus expenditur", fo" the taxes and programs altered or replaced by the

reforms remain unchanged). This assumed frseal neutrality is arbitrary and may in the

end be impolitic. Relent U.S. tax reform experience and subsequent federal

announcements regarling the broad thrust of Canadian tax reform illustrate the

apparent political UJnefrts ofpackages tlrat draw upon increased revenues from corporate

or sales taxes to provide income tax cuts for households' However, for purposes of an

initial analysis expl,oring the trade-offs between incremental and sweeping reform' the

assumption of fiscal neutrality serves a useful role by preventing the discussion from

becoming even more comPlex.

Beyond these common policy objectives and constraints, the two options diverge'

The modest tinkering option adopts no further objectives; rather it accepts a further set of

constraints:

a no major changes to existing programs'

a no losers in the lower- and middle-income ranges'

. all changes can be implemented by unilateral federal aetion, and

,othechangescanbeimplementedinasequenceofsmallsteps.

In contrast, the profound demolition option accepts no further constraints. Instead,

it attempts to meet a more.ambitious set of additional objectives:
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a

I

a I mqior simplification bf the income tax and transfer systems to make them

easier to understand and adrninister,

o provide basic income guarantees that are adeguate in some generally accepted

sense,and

a a design that is neutral to a variety of alternative behaviours like marriage and

divorce, income splitting, and income averaging'

The last neutrality objectivi bqs a number of aspects. From the viewpoint of family

**p"rrir"i, il *ouri 
-i 

""rr, 
f#e*ample, that t hoysehold consisting of two adults and

two chitdren would * t eat"a exactly the same by the tax/trsnsfer system, regardless of

;;',rh;;rh;t iousehol.l represented-ibelf as a married couple with two- children, two

single parents each with one chiid, or o1: sing'le parent with two children plus an

unattached individual. In the case of a dollar of incorne, neutrality would obtain if that

;;;;il an identical impact on a household's net tax/transfer position irrespective of

the source of the income, *in io ttt. household received it, and whether it was received

this year or next. Neutrality is thus a powerful objective, particularly in terms of

potentiat simplification and tlie remo.ral of possibly Perverse behavioural incentives from

the tax and transfer systems. However, as will be seen, it has some signifrcant costs when

compared to the current sYstem.

Given these differing objectives and constraints, the two options can be viewed as

polar extremes for 
" 

o1g" of options, a spectrum of,policy-initiatives that illustrate in

iirii.*rta,6re trade-offs u1t*""r, ease of implementation and the potential for sutstantial

i.p"*-.nts in the simplicity, adequacy and neutrality of the income tax and transfer

systems.

The MT Option in More Detail

Table I gives an overview of the two options, focusing on their broad design features'

Total taxes 
"rra 

u"rr"no o"", a year aie the primary- interest; issues relating to such

aspects as monthly delivery will be discussed later'

The basic strategy of the MT option is to cut back a number of federal programs and

tax expenditures, then redirect the monies thereby freed up to enrich the newly

introduced refundable sales tax credit. This federal tax credit would then become an

;;L;t;"i;g"aranteed annual income. However, to pursue this strategy unilaterallv' the

federal government would have to choose 1 s:t- of program and tax expenditure cuts

carefullidesigned not to create any net provincial revenue windfalls or losses'

To achieve this latter objective, the MT option first requires changes that reduce

the federal income tax base and hence, via the Tax collection Agreements-, provincial

income tax revenues.S These changes then allow scope for selected tax expenditures to be

cut, thereby increasing the tax base up to the point where the provinces are left' in close to

a fiscally neutral posilion. Finally, federal monies generated by the lirst two tactics are

redirected torrard an enrichment of the new refundable sales tax credit'



TABLE 1: Overviewof MTand PD Options

Program Changes Under Two OPtions

ModestTinkering(MT) Profound g"*o1i1ien (PD)
Program

Farnily 611o'il3nss (FA)

Child Tax ExemPtion

ChildTaxCredit

OldAge SecuritY (OAS)

Guaranteed Income
Supplement(ClS)

Provincial GISToPUPS

AgeTaxExemPtion

Pension Income Deduction

Marital ExemPtion

Other Personal ExemPtions

Canada Assistance Plan

Unemployment Insurance

r cutto$300

r high-income tax'back

o cut (same $ amount as FA)

o nochange

r make non-taxable

o high-income tax-back

o cut by amountof sales tax
credil increase less $10

r nochange

o abolish

c abolish

e cutby$300

o nochange

r nochange

. cut10%

. increase subject to frscal
neutralitY

o nochange

a yes, via sales taxcredit

r abolish

o abolish

r abolish

o make non'taxable

o abolish

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

nochange

abolish

abolish

abolish

abolish

abolish

new 100% Provincial
supportProgram

cut30%

abolish Premiums

abolish
Sales Tax Credit

IncomeTax Rates

Federal Income
Supplementation

r flatratePlusminimum
taxfor tnPl0%

a yes, universal'

rl
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I

It must 69 emphasized that tlre MT option has not been constructed necessarily to

represent a reasonable package ofreforms. Rather, it reflects an attempt to come up with

*rL Uest package according to the eonstraints and objectives set for it, as well as the kinds

of polcyoptions that have been the subject of recent public discussion- It is intended to

combiae several strands of thinking in one option so their joint impact can be examined.

The cutg in the provincial income tax base that also yield savings to the federal

government would start with the Family Allowance. It would be cut back by about $80

f,"t y"* (all figures are expressed in 1986 dollars) to $300 per year. In addition, at

irr"o*. tax time, the Family Allo*ince would be taxed back at a rate of 5 per cent from

families with a combined net income (husband plus wife) in excess of $45,000' This

amounts to almost a 25% cut in the Family Allowance. While part of the.modest

tinkering option, this step is intended to represent the outer limits of the kinds of changes

speculated uponby the media in the summer of 1986.

The next major change in the tax base would be to make OAS non-taxable. In

addition, a tax-back would be instituted along the same lines as for the Family Allowance,

but at a rate of l0 per cent on a couple's combined net income in excess of $30'000.

Finally, it is assumed that UI benefrts would be cut by 10 per cent (modelled simply

as a proportionate cut in benefrts). This is certainly a controversial move in a period of

high gnemployment, but also a relatively small cut compared to those recommended by

Forgetand Macdonald.

These cuts in direct federal expenditures and the removal of income tax on OAS

would reddce provineial income tax revenues. The federal government would then have

the option to cut a number of tax expenditures such that, on balance, provincial revenues

would be generally unchanged. Thus, the MT option would also cut the child tax

exemption-(in respect of chiidren under age 18) by the same $80 per year as Family

Allowance, and the age exemption and $1,000 pension income deduction would both be

abolished. It turns out these cuts in tax expenditures, when coupled with the FA and UI

cuts and change in the taxability of OAS, still leave the provinces with some net revenue

gains. Thus, to make the frnal package neutral in its frscal effect on the prorfnces, the

marital exemption would be cut by $300. (This latter change is in line with the Royal

Commission on the Status of Women (19?0) recommendations' The $300 figure was

solved for by simulation.)

The federal monies saved by all these changes would be used to in-crease the

refundable federal sales tax credit ten-fold, from $50 to $500 per adult a1f from $25 to

$Zig per child per year. The refundable sales tax credit would be increased instead of the

refundable child tax credit for two reasons; Iirst, it is more highly targeted to the low end

of the income spectrum and second, it is payable to adults as well as children and thus

would constitute the beginnings of a nbtional guaranteed income. On the assumption

(which should certainly be the subject of debate) that programs for the non+lderly poor

are less generous than those for the elderly poor, all but $10 of the sales tax credit

increase would be offset for the elderly via a $440 per Person reduction in the basic

guarantees under the Guaranteed Income Supplement'
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This package ofchanges is already liscally neutral for the provinces- In order to

keep it frscally neutral for the federal government, the phase-out or income-testing of the

sales tax credit would have to start when a couple's combined net income reached $8'000

rather than the current $15,000, and the tax-back rate would have to increase from 5 to 10

per cent.

The PD Option in More.Detail

In contrast to the Ut optid;i.,'the profound demolition option is a complete departure from

the status quo-at least in structure and appearances.6 (As we shall see, in terms of

i""ralt income redistribution, it is not that great a change.) As shown in Table 1, the PD

opiio" would abolish much of the current incorne tax and transfer systeims and consolidate

many programs. Since the current system is so cornplex, such major restructuring is the

only r"ay to achieve any significant simplification and something much closer to

neutrality.

perhaps the most radical change in the PD is conceptual. There would no longer be

any difference at the federal level between income transfers and income taxel bsth would

be-part of the same integrated system. Taxes would be seen as negative transfers and vice

1n"rr.. In turn, the arbitrary accounting distinction between the child tax credit and GIS,

for example, would disappear. Why should one provision appear in the public accounts

and be placed before Pariiament each year for explicit approval while the other is nst?

Juxtaposing taxes and transfers this way highlights the diJference between net and

gross dollar ho*rLt*"en governments and households. For exarnple, of the roughly $35

[ntio1in personal income and payroll taxes collected by the federal government in 1984,

about 90 per cent was 
"""oorri"d 

for in expenditures on the transfer programs being

analysed. This leads to a related major conceptual change embodied in the PD option: the

prirnary objective of an integrated personal income taltransfer system is redistribution'

ih"ru is nolonger the traditional split between a tax system whose primary objective is to

raise revenue for government and an expenditure system one of whose major roles is

redistribution.

These conceptual changes are perhaps larger than the practical changes in delivery

systems. Under the PD option, many families would both ieceive monthly cheques-they

could be called refundable tax credits or universal demogrants-and have taxes deducted

at source from their paycheques. This situation already exists for Family Allowance,

oAS, CIS and refund"bl" t * credit cheques, and the payment of income tax after fear

end. However, most people still do not view GIS, let alone OAS and the Family

Allowance, as potential parts of the same system that withholds income tax at source.

Given these conceptual changes, the PD option embodies a number of basic

strategies. The objectiveslof simplicity and neutrality are achieved by having a basic flat

rate oI tax applicable to tlre majority of families, as well as a system of annual income

guarantees ftrat depend generally on age and not, for example; on marital status' The

ioncept of harmonization of provincial and federal taxes is retained by assuming the
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provinces would continue to piggyback their personal incorne taxes on federal tax as at
presenL

At the same time, a form of federal-provincial 'disentanglement' is assumed

regarding the Canada Assistance Plan, which funds prilvincially delivered social
assistance. The income-tested transfer portion of the system would have two parts-a
support tier for those unable or not expected to work, and a new supplementation tier
oriented primarily toward the working poor. The federal government would have full
responsibility for the new income supplementation tier, which would be part of an
integrated taltransfer systenrr'tvhile the provinces would have full responsibility for an
income support tier stacked upon the federal systenr. This disentanglement would replace

explicit 50/50 federal-provincial cost-sharing of existing income support programs under
the Canada Assistance Plan with iinplicit cost-sharing: the federal goverxment would pay

for 100 per cent of supplementation benefits, and the provinces would pay for 100 per cent
of support bene{its- The needy who now receive jointly funded social assistance would
instead receive both provincial support and federal supplementation benefits.

Finally, the views of the three recent royal commissions that have examined the UI
progtam would be accepted in the sense that the PD option incorporates a 30 per cent cut
in UI benefits (simulated as a simple proportionate cut). Implicitly, the monies would be

reallocated from a social insurance role (that is, benefrts based on previous levels of
individual earnings) to a new income supplementation program (with benefrts based on

family size and total income).

A major objective of the PD option is to try to provide adequate income guarantees

within the limits of reasonable marginal tax ratbs. The PD option can be viewed as one

point on the trade-olf curve between the level of basic income guarantees and ttre taxes
needed to finance them.? It is left to the reader to judge whether the particular
combination of parameters errs too much toward keeping tax rates low and providing
stingy income guarantees. What is most important to realize is that it is not possible to
have both higher income guarantees and lower personal income tax rates.S Thus, the PD
option is worth pondering when one considers whether Canada can alford an adequate
guaranteed annual income.

Because the PD option involves such fundamental changes, it is easier to explain
its essential features directly rather than comparing them to the status quo. Overall, the
PD option would provide a basic guaranteed annual income for a couple with two children
of S16,200 if neither spquse were able or expected to work. The guarantees would be

eoupled with a simple flat-rate income tax with no personal exemptions. Those two
elements - basic income guarantees and a flat-rate tax - are the core of the FD option.

To start, the PD option would provide basic federal income guarantees of $2,640 per
non-elderly adult and $960 per child (under age 18) per year. The guarantees for the
elderly would be 93,500 p€r person plus $?20 per year for elderly people living alone.
Because they include a special'living alone'allowance, the benefrts for the elderly are not
as simple as those for the non-elderly. They are also non'neutral insofar as they depend

on a definition of living alone. However, something like this is required to mimic the
current GIS benefrt structure, which is also non-neutral because it depends on marital

I
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status. In this area, the PD option has erred on the side of retaining the non-neutrality of

the GIS via a living-;i*; benefrt, albeit in lieu of a direct dependence of benelits on

marital status. The alternatives required to achieve neutrality G.e., benefrts for couPlel

equal to exactly t*i.e itte benefrts lor a single personl would have been at the cost of

either providing extrabiiefrts for elderly.o.it"t or uraking the single elderly worse off'

(Also, give4 tte -irr|J-""iU"tt of co*mon law unions arnong.Jhe ryrent1]derly 
or

soon-to-be elderly, particularly compared to younger generations, it *"y be somedecades

before the financi"llrr""itit"" for ihe retired to enter into common law unions bepn to

have an impact.) .

By themselves, these Lal*t guarantees are rrot tt{:1-:11:::*-,luequate
incomes for the no;derly. They."ooU provide an income zupplementation tier whose

largest relative i-pJi. irrt"rra"a b be for the working poor' The ptovinces would t'hen

piggyback additiorral guarantees so that their togups would make up the support tier"

The provincial supfrigU.r"rrtu.s would be conditional on some test of employability' for

example, based on dir.bility, single parenthood, or high local unernployment rates' When

combined with federal supplementatioi guatatttc€s, th€s: support guaraRtees would

produce 
"r, "deqoate 

guaianteed minimim income fot those Canadians not able or

expected to work-

The provincial support guarantees assumed in this analysis would be identical for

all provinces. They would be higher than the federal guarantees for the non-elderly:

$3,000 per year tor those aged 18 to 64 and $1,500 for children under age 18' These

income support guarantees *ould be subject to a 40 ger cent provincial tax-back rate on

total family income. This income testing would be t9"f* on top of the basic federal and

provincial income tax rates (see belowi. The provincial support guarantees would be

available only to non-elderly families unable or unexp€cted to work' The elderly would

ooiU" eligibll because the iederal OAS is retained. However, the existing topups some

provinces add to cts 
"r" 

assumed to remain essentially unchanged' (of course' in

practice, the provinces would be free to tailor their support programs any way they

wanted.)

For purposes of the numerical simulations presented below, receipt of any 1Ti"l
assistance benefits was used as a proxy for being unablg or not expected'to work' Thus'

thi pD option simulation reduces to zero all social assistance benefits and instead gives

thise households a provincial support benefit based on t'he nurnber of non-elderly adults

and children and a ab per cent tax-back rate'

Given these basic guarantees, all net income (generally as de{ined in 
-the 

federal

' Intome Ta.x Actl ;ld b" taxed at a basic 
-t1!" 

of 295 per cent' This rate of tax would

apply to the frrst dollar of income; there would be no personal exemptions' This flat rate of

taxfoldsinUlpremiums;theUlpayrolltaxwouldbeabolishedandtheUlprogram
would be funded 

"o*pr"*rv 
from general federal revenues' Alternatively' the uI payroll

tax could be tf,ougli oi", U"irrg reiormed lirst by broadening the base from earnings to all

income and then by removing the maximum on contributions'

To retain something like the existing degree of progressivity in the current ten-

bracket incbme.tax rate structure, there *orrta also be a surtax cum minimum tax' This

t

i
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tax would be at a rate of 16.5 per cent and would apply to total income-tlrat is, aet

income plus various incerrtive and tax preference ddductions - in excess of $40'O00. $bis
structure is patterned'after the Bradley.Gephardt proposal i1 !h-e 

U-'S' tax reform

discussion of 1985.) Thus, on net income over $40,000 the marginal federal tax rate would

be 46 per cent (29.i per cent plus 16.5 per cent), -yhil" 
deductions like those for RRSP

contributions and charitable donations would be subject to a 16.5 per cent minimum tax to

the extent an individual's total income exceeded $40,000' (Implicitly, incentives and tax

preferences have been converted from deductions to refundable tax credits-)

Federal guarantees "ft tr"r, 
would operate purely at the individual level- Women

would be treatid as individuals and, unlike the current system, would never be taxed at

their husbands'marginal tax rates when they entered the paid labour force. One major

exception is that investrnent income of parents and minor children would be aggregated

and taxed in t;.e hands of the family member with the highest income. This removes any

incentives for splitting investment income within the nuclear family, though incentives

for splitting employrnent income and for generation-skipping investment income splitting

(i.e., with grandchildren) would remain-

It should be noted that the abolition of UI premiums and the aggregation of

investment income in the family are not fundamental to the PD option. Each has its pros

and cons. Both would improve lhe equity and fairness of the PD option. The abolition of

UI premiums would also simplify the system and remove the frction that UI premiums are

like private insurance premiums-where prerriums bear some reasonable relationship to

actuarially expected benefrts. The aggregation of investment income for higher-income

families would make the tax return somewhat more complex, but it would also eliminate

much of the current complexity of the fncom eT.at Actrelating to the attribution rtrles-

' 
The investment incorne aggregation also introduces non-neutrality with resPect to

marital status, because there would be a linancial incentive for higher-income couples

with investment income to live in a com-mon law union rather than a legal marriage- A

similar and indeed greater non-neutrality arises from the joint income testing of the

provincial income support guarantees and the 40 per cent tax back on a couple's combined

income. The reader may *ish to consider this a form of vertical equity: if non-neutrality

of this sort is acceptable for the poor, then it should be acceptable for the well-off.

The 29.5 and 16.5 per cent tax rates and the basic federal income supplementation

guarantees just described are fiscally neutral for the federal government, given the cuts

and abolition of programs and tax expenditures set out in Table 1. For the provinces to be

left in a frscally neutral position as well, they are assumed to piggyback-tlreir personal

income taxes on basic federal ta& i.e., federal tax at the 29.5 per cent basic rate plus th9

l6.b per cent surtax cum minimum tax on income over $40,000 before any federal

guarantees. Given this much broader federal base, fiscally neutral provineial rates

expressed as a percentage ofbasic federal tax can be about half as much as at present, as

shown in Table 2.

As already described, those receiving provincial income support would have their

provincial benefits income tested at a 40 per cent rate. This 40 per cent tax-back rate

would be stacked on top of the basic federal plus provincial income tax rates, yielding

t

:

t
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effective marginal tax rates in the range of ?5.9 tp77.'per cent. This is somewhat lower

than the 100 per cent effective marginal tax rates generally applicable under current

provincial social assistance progr"-i. By design, these high marginal tax rates would

"pply 
in cases where the recipients are unable or not expected to work' But lowering the

rate from 100 per cent to ttre zz per cent area would provide at least some incentive, for

exarnple, to a single parent or disabled person who still wished to seek ernployment'

TABLE 2: Margintl hicome Tax Rates by Region and Income Level

Province
ProvincialTax
Rate on "Basic
Federal Tax"

Combined Federal Plus Provincial Rate

below $40,000 above $40,000

Atlantica
Quebecb
Ontario
Westa

%
26.7
45.9
23.3
23.3

%'
3?.4
35.9
36.4
36-4

%
58.3
56.0
56.7
56.?

Notes: a' weighted averag€' 
t to reflect the Quebecb. Assuming federal basic tax reduced by 16'5 per cen

abatement.

The major elements of the tax/transfer structure under the PD option are

illustrated in Figure 1. The basic linear structure of the PD is clearly evident' There is a

flat-rate tax except at the bottom of the income range where some familiel mav also be

"figiUf" 
fo, prouir,cial support, and at higher incomes where everyone would be subject to

the surtax cum minimu- tt*. These graphs show net benefrts or taxes in relation to

income. Depending on the details of the delivery system, gtoss dollar flows would likely

be greater as monthly cheques were sent out during the year and the frnal tax/transfer

reconciliation occurred the following spring at income tax time.

One point that is clearly evident from the graphs is that the amount of the federal

gu.t"rr*ar'does not matter otrly for the poor. Changing basic federal guarantee levels

would move the basic tax/transfer schedule up or down in parallel for everyone along the

entire income spectrum. Thus, middle- and upper-income groups would have a stake in

the basic level sf federal guarantees. This would be exactly analogous to the 'middle class

solidarity" seen as an advantage by many for the cuFent universal demOgrant progratns'

Family Allowance and OAS.
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Trade-offs in the PD OPtion

There is a wide range of variants on the PD option that would have the same basic

*tr,ritor" and be frscally neutral- How was this particular variant chosen? In the context

ofthe basic objectives, several more Specific con€erns were balanced:

I the combined federal and provincial guarantees should come close to being

adequate;

the basic federal mqrginal tax rate should be less than 30 per cent;
r' I

r the top federal plus provincial marginal tax rate should not be above current

rates, which are in the range of50 to 60 per cent;

o the surtax cum minimum tax should not affect more than about 10 per cent of

the population;

. at least50 per cent ofthe population should gain;

. the top marginal rate for the provincial support tier should come down toward

?S'per cent; and

o the basic guarantees for the elderly should not be increased, but their marginal

tax rates should come down.g

For the federal government, the starting points were the 29.5 per cent basic tax

rate and the 16.b per cent rate and $40,000 threshold for the suttax cum minirnurn tax-

Then basic (non-elderly) adult and child guarantees were sought in the range of $20! an!

$100 per month respectively. A pair of guarantees that would leave the federal

gou"rrr*"rrt fiscally neutral was chosen: $2,640 per adult and $960 per child per year'

Several trade-offs within the ambit of frscal neutrality were simulated. One

possibility is to lower both federal tax rates and basic federal suppleme.ntation

guarantees. Another is to hold tax rates fixed but increase guarantees for children by

reducing guarantees for non-elderly adults (on a roughly $2 for $1 basis)' However, both

these strategies reduce the overall proportion of people who would gain by moving from

the status quo to the PD. On the other hand, lowering the basic federal tax rate and

increasing the surtax rate (on a roughly 7.5 ta I basis) tends to increase the overall

proportion of gainers (by lowering taxes broadly in the middle-income ranges and raising

t*es for the minority in the upper-income ranges who are subject to the surtax).

Another way to view the trade-offs is in financial terrns. Every billion dollars can,

in tlre context of the PD option, Iinance:

r a $68 per annum increase in the basic federal non-elderly adult guaranteed

income;

a a $145 per annum increase in the basic federal child guaranteed income;

. an 0.4 percentage pointcut inthebasic 29.5 percentfederal tax rate,
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a a three percentage point cut in the 16.5 per cent surtax cum minimum tar ratc'

or

. a $6,000 increase in the $40'000 surtax threshold'

These ligures are relevant, for example' if the PD option were to be combined with a net

federal sales or'corfrate income tax increase

Forprovincialgovernments,thestartingpointswerethe40percenttax-back.rate
andthe$3,000and$l,S00basigincomesupportguaranteesfornon-elderlyadultsand
children ,"rp""ti.,ii.^'N;;;i;iirt"ru guarantees are assumed to be pavable onlv to

people living in famiiies that had receivJ social assistance' as a Proxy for being unable or

. unexpected to work. Provincial tax rates on basic federal tax were then determined' with

the results shown in Table 2, to assure fiscal neutrality in each of the four geographic

regions, given provincial savings from the abolition of CAP' In this specific context' an

extra billion dollars of provincial expenditure on the support tier- Yl"Jq finance a

combined increase of roughly $650 in the adult support guaiantee and $325 in the child

. support guarantee. corrJspondingly, " "". 
p"t"-*g" poittt tax rate increase in each of

the four geographic regions would 
"orr".porrd 

to revenue gains of about $50 million' $180

million" $335 million, and $2?0 million for the Atlantic region, Quebec, ontario, and the

West resPectivelY

These frscal results and the more detailed frgures in the following sections of the

paper are derived;;;; 
" 

hrge numbei or"o*put"r simulations using the Volksmodel' a

*it,"*" and database tool (see below)'

Adequate Minimum Incomes

The combined federal supplementation and provincial support guarantees in the PD

optionjustoutlinedamountto$5,6a0pernon-elderly-a-a^uttand$2'460perchildunder
age 18. Are these amounts adequate L U"" in Canada? This is clearly a contentious

question. Instead oianswering iidirectly, we shall review the answers given by a range

ofcurrent sources:

. the quasi-offrcial federal view implicit in statistics canada's low-income cut-

offs(LICOs),

a the front line or social worker's view as reflected in some of the poverty lines

develoPed bY social agencies'

oprovincialpoliticians,viewsimplicitincurrentsocialassistancebenefitlevels,
and

.federalpoliticians'viewsasrevealedbyoAsGlSguarantees.

Table3presentsthebasicfrguresfortheStatisticsCanadaLlCos,povertylines
defrned by three social agencies, and the guarantee levels proposed in th" PP option' (The

MT option cannot be shown because it va-ries so much with the particular circumstance of
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the family.) Typicatly, the first two family members are assulned to be adults and

subsequent family mJmbers to be children. Ho*ever, a three-person family could also be

a single parent with two children. The frrst row of percentage frgures shows the ratios of

the low-income or poverty lines for those family sizes to the corresponding frgUres for a

on€-person family. The second row of percentages in the columns for family sizes 2 to 5

shows the difference between the ratio immediately above and the one for the family size

one smaller. These ratios and percentages will be used to discuss the relative needs of

di{ferent types of families.

TABLE g, f,o*-frrcome Cut'Offand Poverty Line Levels ($)

and Retativities (%) by Family Size

Famil3r SizeAgency

2

Statistics Canada LICO
(urban size 100,000
to 500,000)

Canadian Council on Social
Development

Metro Toronto Social
PlanningCouncil

Montreal Diet DisPensarY

PD Option (including
provincial supPort)

$10,245
loa%

9,684
100%

13,040
rc0%

6,040
L00%

5,M0
100%

$13,506
132%
g2%

16,141
16'I%'

67%

1?,406
133%
33%

8,645
143%'43%

11,280
200%
r00%

$18,042
r76%
44%

19,368
200%

33%

22,292
17t%

38%

11,0?5
183%

40%

13,?40
244%

44%

$20,849
204%
28%

22,596
233%

33%

26,658
244%

33%

13,0?0
216%

33%

16,200
287%

43%

$24,205
236%

32%

25,82,4
267%

34%

30,944
237%

33%

14,943
241%
3l%

18,660
33L%

44%

Sourcq 1986 figures derived from the Metro Toronto
nsocial tnfopac" (September 1983) figures for
inllated bY the CPI (13'1%) to 1986'

Table 4 shows provincial social assistance and other benefrt levels for four dillerent

tvoes of families. These apPear to be the only figures readily available in the public

j"il.r" 
"*"*ii"a 

or, . 
"o*purable 

basis across provinces.l0 Here, the percentage frgures

Social Planning Council's
f983 (Tables 1, 2, 4 and 5)
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are the ratios ofbenelit levels to the corresponding frgures for single disabledgersons'

Again the PD option is shown for comparison; the MT option is simply tfie supplemented

social assistance frgures shown plus $425 per adult and $225 per child (i'e', the amount of

the increase in the refundable sales tax credit)'

TABLE 4: Supplementeda Provincial Social Assistance Benefit Levels ($)

ana neiaUvities (%) by Region and Family Type

FamilyType Atlanticb Quebec Ontario Westb PD

single' nsA AF% 2'1b8 i 5'02b 12% z'*,gc 47%iripfov.Ufe $4,056 65% 2,158 38% 4'905 72% t

Single,
Disabled $6,199 100% 5,652 IAO% 6,?89 100% 6'991 100% 5'640d 100%

Single Parent,
onf child $8,?18 L4l% 8,336 148% 9'210 t36% 9'254

ti,Tliirar"" 
9rr,628 188% 11,?F 5 zas% 11,46s LBz% rs,s52 2aa%t6,zaad 287%

Notes: a. provincial social assistance plus Family Allowance, child tax credit'

provincial credits and other supplements

b. e6anii" "J *est are simple a*".ge* of individual provincial figures'

c. FederalguaranteeonlY'
d. pederai ii,* ptoui"cial guarantees, i.e., not able or expected to work'

Source 1986 frgures derived from the Metro TqtfP-fuial Planning Council's "So"i"l

to 1986.

Let us start with single unattached adults. From the low-income and poverty lines

(Table 3), the basic minimum income requirement varies by a factor of ovel two' from

$6,000 to $13,000. Taking a single disabled person as indicative of someone who is unable

and not expected to worl, the provincial social asslstange benefit levels inply basic

minimum needs in the range of$s,6oo to $?,000 (Table 4)' Finally, drawing on federal

politicians'perspectives, feJeral oAS plus GIS benefit levels f<ir a single individual were

$?,66? in 1986. In conirast, the com|ined federal and provincial guarantee in the PD

option for a single p€rson unable or not expected to work is $5,640' This is at the low end

ofthe range offrgures cited.

Turning next to children, we see from the low-income or poverty lines that an extra

person (after ihe second in a family, i.e., the last three columns of Table 3) adds to basic

tgz% 8J0Aa rM%
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neds 6re equivalent of 28 ta 44 per cent of the amount required for the frrst adult' In

absolute terms, this is frorn $1800 to $4,500 per child, assurning the third-e1d subsequent

f,arnily members in Tabte 3 are children. The relative patterns implicit in the social

a"sirlo"e benefit levels are similar. comparing a single parent with one child to a single

disabled persorr, the child adds from 32 to 48 per cent to basicilcome requirements' In

absolute iollar terms, the frrst child adds from $2,300 to $2,?00 in social assistance plus

Family Allowance .ni th. child tax credit. Since the PD option would provide $2,460 per

itiu L farnilies eligible for provincial support as well as,federal supplementation, the

benefits would be .I the lqw end of the low-income and poverty line ranges and in ttie

middle of social assistancdiAnges in absolute dollar terrns; they would be high in relative

terms, however, at 44 per clnt of the benefits for a single adult.

The PD option effectively imposes a 63 per cent penalty on- adults for

employability-in other words, loss of the $3,000 provincial support benefit for being able

", i,.n"i"a io *ork. This is because only federal supplementation benefrts would be

available, and these are less than half the cornbined federal supplementation and

prouirr"i"i support guarantees. Leaving aside Qtreb* whieh irnposes the largest penalty'

employability appears to reduce social assistance benefrts b-f 28 to 35 per cent or roughly

Oz,'006. tue pri option thus appears to impose a relatively severe penalty on

employability for single unattached non-elderly adults with no other sources of income'

Finally, let us consider the incremental eflect on basic income needs of a second

adult in a faroity. From the low-income lines in Table 3n the pres€nce of a second person

{assumed to be an adult in this discussion) adds betrveen oae-t'hird and two-thirds to the

amount of income needed. Leaving aside the ccgD lines, which embody the highest

,."t"tinity, the incremental needs ofa second adult appear to be about 40 per cent ofthose

of the frrst adult. In absolute dollar terms, the average needs of two adults are in the

,.rrg" of$4,300 to $8,?00pe r personaccording to the low income or poverty lines (i'e" half

the dollar amounts in the second column)'

The social assistance figures in Table 4 do not allow direct inferences about the

effect on basic needs of the prrr"rr"" of a second adult. However, we can compare a couple

with two children to a sinile parent with one child or a single disabled person to draw

some rough inferenees. More detailed data on provincial social assistance benefit

structures show, for example, that a second child typically adds as little as half as much to

a family's benefrts as the frrst child. If we assume that two children have 1.5 times the

effect of one child on the basic needs of a family, tve can infer that a second adult adds

between 13 per cent bnd E2 per cent to the Erst adult's basic needs. Taking this range and

applying it L the basic needs of a single disabled person implies overoge basic minimum

income requirements of $3,800 to $5,300pe r ad'ult in two'adultfamilies'u

Finally, the 1986 OAS plus GIS guarantee of $f 3,348 for an elderly couple can be

taken to imply that a second person adds ?4 per cent to basic needs and that these basic

needs amount:to about $6,?00 per adult in a couple'

The pD option emphasizes neutrality as one of its objectives and thus tries to avoid

making the basic g.r.""rrt"u, conditional bn marital status and family composition; the

"*."ptior, 
ls benefrts for the elderly, where the intent is to mimic the GIS benefrt
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structure. As s result, the guarantees are so much per a{ult, and it follorys ttrat a second

adult is treated as adding 100 per ccnt to basic needs. At $5,6'40 peradultn the PD option

guarantces are high compared to the implieil social assistance benefrt kjvels for couples,

ioaest compared to tlre low-income and poverty lines, and low compared to federal

OAVGIS guarantees for the elderly'
.:,

More.generally, the PD guarantees appear low as compared to social assistance

benefrts for smaller iamifv sirei but they tend to bxceed social assistance benefit levels

for larger families. For eiatnpt", tt 
" 

pn guarantees would amount to $8,100 per year for

a sirrgie parent with onerfhild, compaied to between $8,800 and $9,200 for social

assistance plus Famiiyeiilt""""" andthe child tax credit. On the other hand, a couple

witlr two children *ooiaUu entitled to $16,200 per year under the PD option' considerably

more than current social assistance benelits which are in the ragge of $10'900 to $13'200'

These comparisons highlight the extent to which provincial social assistance

u.r,.ni iii;"ht;. assume, for exanple, that two persons lir;ing toge-ther need

considerably less than twice the amount needed by a single pe-rson liv.ing alone.

i"ii"rp"iairgtv, gi"e" that the PD benefrt structure is neutral with respect to marital

status and living 
"rr"rrgu;ntg 

(except for the elderly), the comparisons reveal the non-

neutralities imfticit iricurrent social assistance benefits. These non-neutralities are

most vividly illustrated by the'man in the house'rule whereby social assistance can be

denied to a lingle mother dependingon how frequently a boyfriend visits'

Most of the economies of scale for households arise in the area of shelter costs'

Thus, one strategT for recognizing tlrese economies without doing q Tul Ut:l to the

neutrality objective would [" tt Ut"at the basic income guarantees into two parts' One

part could be related to shelter costs, and hence implicitly to-family si1.' while..the other

would be smaller than the PD guarantees but still.neutral with respect to marital status

ahd family composition. Introducing some sort of shelter allowance:lo5 these lines

would allow an increase in the PD option guarantees for single parent families, and thus

,noota ptobably be pursued in any subsequent development of this kind of reform'

The discussion of adequacy. so far has focused on the PD option' The MT option' in

contrast, leaves CAP and social-assistance benefits unchanged' The main impact is an

increase of $450 per non-elderly adult and $225 per child in the refundable^sales tax

credit, resulting'in a modest improvement in the adequacy of existing basic income

guarantees. This assumes that the provinces would not subsequently adjust their social

issistance benefit levels downward as aresult of the unilateral federal improvements'

Quantitative Simulation Results

In this section, we turn to a fairly detailed examination of the results of a series of

computer simulations of the MT and PD reform options, as well as comparisons of them to

the- status quo (abbreviated as SQ). These simulations were all performed with the

voiksmodel, a personal computer-based micro-simulation model.l2
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The simulation results are summarized ln a series of tables showing the major
overall results, the broad vertical and horizontal redistributive effects,'and the effects on

. marginal and aveiage efrective tai rates. In all cases, the MT and PD options are
. simulated as if they had been in plaee in 1986. In the case of the overall results and the
' redistributive effects, the underlyingdata on individuals and families, their incomes, and
other socio-economic characteristics are from 1982. All dollar items have been re.
expressed in 1986 terms simply by irdlating them by 20% Lo reflect the change in the CPI
over the four-year period..

It is importanf id emphasize that the simulation results are impact estimates.
They show the effects of changing: program parameters and tax provisions on the
assumption that no one changes his or her behaviour. For example, it is dssurned that UI
cuts do not cause people to change the number of weeks they work in a year and that
changes in marginal tax rates do not affect peoples'work elfort or propensity to save.

This lack of attention to behavioural responses is an irnportant caveat in
iaterpreting the results. However, it is not unreasonable in the current circurnstances.

. The most important reason to be satisfred with first round impact estimates is that there
is no rcibust, conprehensive and broadly accepted set of descriptions of what the
behavioural responses would be. The academic literature, for example, continues to
produce a wide range of estimates of labour supply elasticities (Osberg 1986). Even if
there were some degree of convergence in estimated elasticities" nost analysts would
want to exarnine the first-round irnpact estimates for any social or tax poli*y initiatives.
(The simulation software is being developed to incorporate the possibility of behavioural
nesponse. For exagrple, ip future, it will be possible to ixamine the impact of a particular
reform option given various assumptions about labour supply behaviour.)

A frnal caveat @ncertrs numerical accuracy. Even though the computer so{tware
produces numbers that look accurate, generally only the first two digits should be
considered. This limited degree of accuracy derives principally from the fact that the
underlying data are drawn largely from a sample (about 0.4 per cent of all Canadians) and
that the Volksmodel sofltware embodies a range of simplilying assumptions (in order to
squeeze the model and database down so theyfrton a personal computer).

Oversll Results. Table 5 shows the main overall results. The population of
families (i.e., nuclear families and unattached ihdividuals) has been divided ints three
broad groups: the elderly (at least one spouse age 65 or over), families with children
(couples and single parents with at least one child under age l8), and others (non-elderly
unattached individuals and couples without children under age l8). As shown in the
lower right corner, both options are fiscatly neutral overall. This, of course, is by
design-the parameters of the MT and PD options were adjusted to achieve this net frscal
balance between households and governments, as well as for the federal and provincial
governments individual ly.

Judging by the proportion of gainers and losers, the MT option would appear not to
be politically viable. More than half of all families could expect to lose, compared to about
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TABLE 5: Mqior Overall Results

Demographlc Group Elderly
Families

with children Others
All

Families

PD MT PD MT PD MT PDReform Option
,.Jr " 

MT

Population (millions)
Families 2-0
People 2,1

Gainers and l,osers (percentage
offamilies)

Gainers
losers .

No Change (less than $10)

Average AmountsPer FamilY ($)

Status Quo Incomes
Market (Labour Plus

investment)
Total (Marketplus

transfers)
Disposable (Total minus

taxes)
Post-Reform Disposable

Income

5r.9 73.5
r4.5 13.1
33.6 13.4

L5,725

22,100

19,900

19,800 20,125

30.2 56.5
69.4 42.9
0.4 0.?

36,850

39,3?5

32',075

32,025 32,300

-50 225
625 1,3?5
-325 -r,275

- 4.6
7.4

33.4 34.7
53.',1 64.4
r2.9 0.9

28,900

30,300

24,O50

24,125 23,775

35.? 50.1
52.0 46.7
r2.3 3.2

28,300

32,175

26,20O

26,200 26,200

3.8
14.8

10.3
24.9

I

:

..

:

I Disposable Income Changes
Average (all families) -100
Gainers only 175
losers only -1,450

Aggregate Effects ($ billions)
Post-Reform Disposable

Income
Heads ofhouseholds
Spouses

Change from Status Quo
Headsof households
Spouses

Net

32.0 31.1
4.9 6.4

-o.2 -1.0
- 1.4

-a.2 0.4

86.5 81.r
24.7 31.1

0.8 -4.6
-r.0 5.5

-0.2 0.9

85.3 81.3
16.2 18.4

0.5 -3.4
-0.1 2.1

0.4 -1.3

4d 1,8?;
-300 -1,475

203.8 192.6
45.8 5?.0

1.1 -9.1
-1.1 9.1

225
950

-3,6?5

100 -275
475 1,800

-125 -1,400

Source: f 982 Social Policy Simulation Database inflated by CPI to 1986 and Volksmodel

simulations compared to existing f986 tax and transfer structure.
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36 per cent who could expect to gain from the MT package of reforms' In contrast' about

half of all families could expect ti gain under the PD option, slightly more than the 4? per

cent who could exPect to lose-

Lnoking across family types, the MT option redistributes from the elderly and

families with children undeit&to other familieq the PD option has the opposite effect' In

;;;; of tft" MT option, this is the net result of cutting back Family Allowance and OAS

andputting the resulting monies into the sales tax credit-and h"l:9 relatively more into

the hands of unattach"jindiuid,rals and childless couples. The PD option, on tle other

i"rra, increases .ftna +*"""t"", i' the new supplementation tier above the level of

Family Allowance .;"rh6;hiia t * credits and-implicitly replaces GIS with a similar

basic income guarantee, but one subject to a lower effective tax rate than the 50 per cent

tax-back rate on GIS.

The MT and PD optibns also have opposite effects on redistribttion between

spo'uses: the MT makes famity heads (mainly mcn) better offwhile the PD option makes

spouses (mainly women) better o{f. Msst of the losses to spouses in the MT option result

.from the Family Allowance cuts. ln the PD option, the abolition of Family Allowance and

the child.tax credit is more than o{fset by paying the child guarantees as well as the

spouse's own adult guarantee to the spouse. These inter-spousal transfers illustrate a

broader point, namely that the feminist criticism that a guaranteed annual income will

penalize womln, ,"hiie correct for the MT option and Macdonald's UISP' is not always so

(seeTownson 198?)-

Furthermore, the extent of redistribution is much greater under the PD option

than under MT. ror exarnple, the PD option redistributes about 10 times as much

between heads and spouses, and from tws to 10 times as much in terms of average dollar

gains and losses.

The largest average loss is $3,6?5. This arises under the PD option for the elderly'

It applies to 13.1 p", ."r,i of the elderly, compared to an average loss of $1,450 under the

MT option for 14.5 per cent of the elderly. Onthe other side, PD provides average gains of

$950 to ?3.5 per cent of the'elderly while MT provides average gains of $175-to 51'9 per

cent of the elderly. The overall effect of these diJferent mixes of gainers and losers and

average dollar gains and losses is a net loss to the elderly of $200 million under the MT

option and a net gain in disposable income of $400 million under the PD option (bottom

row of Table 5).

considering average family incomes, it is interes!"g to note that the disposable

income of the elderly, .rniik. any other ErouP, is higher than their market income' This

results from thefact that average transfers to the elderly ($6,9?5 - $22,790 - $15,?25) are

larger than the average income taxes they pay ($2,800 - 522,700 - $19,900)' At the same

time, the elderly have the lowest 
"""r"g. 

incomes, while families with children have the

highest (under all three defrnitions-*"rk"t, total, and disposable)

Vertical Redistribution. Table 6 shows the broad redistributive effects of the MT

and PD options by income group. These income groups are delined in a special way' All
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TABLE 6: Redistributive Effecte of tbe MT and PD Reform Optionc
Compared tothe Stahrs Quo'

Average Incomes ($) Ratios (%rto Marketlncome of
Status Quo
Disposable

Income
Percentile

Group
Market fotai'
Income Income

Disposable lncome

Status MT PD

Quo Option Option

Disposable Income

Total Status MT PD
Incorne Quo Opt[on Option

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-?0

?0-80

80-90

90-95

95-r00

Alt

1,825

3,100

9,:l25

14,125

20,100

27,325

34,225

41J00

52,915

66,725

109,1?5

29,300

4,725.

8,825

13,650

18,450

23,425

29,675

36,150

43,550

54,350

6?,950

rLo,225

32,L'.l5

4,76CI

8,9?5

12,650

1?,000

2A,925

25,300

30,100

35,250

42,775

52,075

76,575

26,200

5,1?5 6,025

9,200 9,400

12,875 13,350

17,25A 17,375

21,000 21,025

25,276 25,460

29,975 30,325

35,100 35,350

42,560 +i,iiS

51,4?5 51,000

75,825 71,925

26,200 26,200

260:1 262.3

2U.7 289.5

t40.2 130.0

130.4 120.3

116.5 104.1

108.5 92.6

105.6 8?.9

104.5 84.5

102.6 80.?

101.8 ?8.1

10r.0 ?0.1

109.8 89.4

285.9 332.3

297.O 303.4

132.4 131.2

121.9 122.9

104.5 104.6

92.5 93.1

8?.6 88.6

84'2 
-1_t

80.3 ?9.9

17.2 76.4

69.5 65.9

89.4 89.4

Note: Dashes indicate the point along the family income spectrum where the reforms switch

from providing average net gains to causing average net losses.

Source SeeTable 5.
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nuclear families and unattached individuals (i.e., families) were ranked in increasing

orderof their disposable incomes under the present systemt ttrgn tlelyere divided into

10 groups of equal size; the top group was further divided in half' This resulted in 1l

;"r* iaentinea by how far abn! the income specirum they were located' For example'

the 40th to Egth percentile grouf *ntists of all families with disposable incomes above

the bottom 40 percent ofthe population and below the top 50 per cent.

To continue the example, this group had an average income from market sources of

$20,100. Because of variorusgovernment transfers, their total income was $3'325 higher

on average at g23,425t, *iftifJ federal and provincial income taxes and payroll taxes of

about 92,800 reduced their disposable income back to about $20,925-

under the MT option,.the group in the 40th to 50th percentile would be about $?5

ahead, while they *onid Ue abouf $f 00 better off under PD' Iooking down the disposable

income columns, families on average are better off until we reach the 50th percentile

under the MT option and until the 80th percentile under the PD option (shown by the

dashes). Thereafter trrey are worse off. Thus, both the Mt and PD options are broadly

progressive in their redistributive effects'

It is important to note that Tables 5 and 6 are nof inconsistent regarding the

proportion of gainers and losers. For example, Table 5 shows 35'? per cent of all families

gaining under the MT option, while Table 
-6 

sho*s families gaining onoueroge up to the

50th percentile. Howeue", Table 6 does not reveal the fractions of gainers and losers

within each percentile group. Even though one of these groups will either gain or lose on

average, there will typi*uy be both gainers and losers within each percentile group' we

return to this point below in discussing Table 8. lt is su-ffrcient at this point to emphasize

that analyses based only on average effects by income group can be seriously misleading'

Perhaps the most important observation to be drawn from Table 6 is highlighted in

the last four columns. Here, total income and disposable income under three scenarios

(status quo, MT and PD) are expressed as percentages of market income for each income

group. ifr" t"y point is that in any row,-disposable incomes are much closer to one

another than they are to 100 per cent. In other words, the amount of redistribution under

the status quo is already quite substantial. Even though the MT option-and the PD

option more so- may 
"pp"., 

radical, they still result in volumes of redistribution that do

not look too differeni fto* what is already going on. The one caveat is that this conclusion

applies to average amounts of vertical redistribution by broad income group'

Tabte ? provides a somewhat more detailed picture of the redistributive effects by

the same broad aemograpt ic groups shown i1 taU[ 5:.lt.in Table 6, families have'also

been divided into percentile income groups. However, this time the percentiles have been

determined separately for each demographic group. Thus, for example, the 20th to 30th

percentile group corresponds to average disposable incomes of $9,2?5, $20,8?5, and

ito,zzsfor the Llderly, ilamilies with children, and others respectively. Elderly families

have the lowest incoJes on average in most percentile income ranges. For example, the

60th to ?oth percentile group of the elderly has a lower income ($19,6?5) than families

with children in the zoth to 30th percentile group ($20,8?5) and a lower income. than the

40th to Sothpercentile ofallfamilytJpescombined ($20,925)' However, thebottom 20
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per cent of the elderly have higher disposable incomes than the bottom 20 per cent of other

iamilies (mainly non-elderly unattached individuals). Moreover, the top 5 per cent of the

"ii"tb 
have a irigher average disposable income t}an the top 5 per cent of either of the

other two demographic groips, iven though the elderly have below-aYerage incomes

overall, ttre well-off"*oig the elderly are just as well-off as their counterparts in other

groups.

witNn each of these three demographic groups, it is clear from Table ? that both

the MT and the PD option are broadly t.di.ttibuti"e from upper to lower incomes'

Proportionate ct anges-in !.isposable income as a result of the reforms are positive at the

bottom of the income ,p"tnlnl and generally decline as one moves up the scale' The

largpst exception is foi the elderly. Under the MT option, this arises Jor two main

reasons. First, OAS has beea made non-taxable; second, a portion of GtrS has efrectively

been replaced by the increase in the refundable sales tax credit. This latter change rneans

in turn that a benefit thatras income-tested starting with the first dollar of income at a

rate of 50 per cent has been replaced by a benefit that is income-tested at a rate of only l0

per cent on income abiive an $-g,ooo threshqld. sornewhatsi-milarly' under the PD option

GtS is replaced by a benefrt tirat provides almost identical guarantees but is income-

tested at a40 per cent rather than a,50 per cent rate'

The MT option generally has more losers in the middle income ranges' This is

because all benefrt i-iro*r"**ts (other than making oAS non'taxable) are focused on

the lower income t "tL via the ten-fold increase in the refundable sales tax cr€dil It is

also evident tlrat *re-nat option tends to redistribute frorn the elderly and families with

children to other families. In this latter regard, the. effect is the opposite of results of the

PD option.

Finally, in terms of average percentage changes within each demographic/income

group, the Mi and PD options often haue effects of similar magnitude' By contrast' Table

F shows redistributive effects that are as much as 10 times as great under the PD as under

the MT option. The implication is that the PD option involves roughly similar amounts of

vertical redistribution but much greater horizontal redistribution (i'e', within

demographic/income groups) than the MT option. This is to be expected' The PD option

moves fron a -or" Jo*iex to a simpler tax/transfer system; thus, even though the

results are simpler, the ciranges in disposable income compared to the status quo' which

embodies the complexities of the current tax and transfer systems, are necessarily more

varied.

Horizontal Redistribution. The wider range of effects under the PD option as

compared with the MT option is illustrated in Table 8. Moving down the rows, families

were sorted in ascending orde, oftheir disposable income under the current system and

divided into percentile loups exactly as in Table 6 and in the last columns of Table ?'

Then, moving acros,s th1 
"oiol1rrs 

within each income percentile group, families were

sorted according to the extent of the gain or loss in disposable income that would result

from the reform option, ranging at the bottpm from the smallest gain or largest loss to the

topwith thelargestg.i'o.-rm.llestloss. Thisspectrum ofgainsandlosses withineach
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Option MTOption

TABLE & Average Gsins and Losseo ($) by Incsme and

Gairy'Ioss Bottom
Groupt l0%

25 to
5Y

50 to
76%

Top
rc%

tsottom
r0%

25tn
50%

50 to
75%

Top
to%

StatusQuo
Percentile
Disposable

Income GrouP:

0'10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

5G'60

60-?0

?0-80

80-90

90-95

95-r00

0

0

-r75

-275

-325

-&5

-450

.425

-600

-2,225

-4,135

450

0

50

0

-25

-L15

-225

-225

-225

-600

-?00

450

326

300

t25

15

-25

-r00

-r25

-150

-325

-350

1,3?5

1,025

1,350

8?5

625

450

t25

100

0

0

-25

-5X5

-800

-1,100

-2,350

-2,300

-1,840

-1,6?5

-1,775

-3,350

-3,900

-12,750

6?5

25

75

-476

-u5

-550

-550

-2t5

-925

-1,?00

-5,275

1,800 6,625

500 3,625

!15 6,525

225 3,200

650 2,825

550 2,975

325 2,415

575 2,226

-t25 1,400

-1,125 450

-3,275 -600

t See textfor exPlanation.

Sourcs SeeTableS.
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irrcomegFouPw&sthendividedintopercentileg,oup:,.b]twithdilferentbreakpoints:0to
10, t0 to ZE, ,U t ii, SO to fS, ZS L gO, *a 

-gO 
to 100 per.cent' Of these six percentile

gain/loss oo.rn , t"o:i"t ,i* trr" ,"rurl ro, the lirst, third, fourth, and sixth groups (i'e'

the bottom tenth or decile, two middr. qo"'t"* or quartiles' and sre top decile of gain/loss

respectively)' 
o losses under the MT option

Table'8 shows that the poorest 20 per cent can :.ry::.":.$:"i::it"Hr;
(i.e., the top two rows have no negative i"i g"i"r 

""aer 
ut)wtrile a small fraction of this

income group (about 10 #r cent) can ";ili| 
lose under the PD option' on the other

hand, the prospective gaihs under the p'J optio" for the poorest 20 per cent are much

larger than under ii; frt option. For exampie, those among the poorest 10 per cent (the

firstrow of the table) and in the upper uriddle (50 to ?5 p"""tt0 ot top (Top 10 percent) of

the gain/tou. ..rrg" 
""n 

expect i..r""r."i" iftp"":llit-Yt" about four' times larger

under PD than ut a"' f'fi t$i,AOo ana SO'izs u"t'* $450 and 1'3?5 respectively)'

Correspondingly,atthetopof.theincomespectru.m,thePDoptionimposesmore
substantial losses. ioi e*.rnple, families in the top 5 per centof the income spectrum and

in ttre bottorn 10 p"";;;; 
"f 

ir'" g"i"n"* tp";t*'- !i:": the bottom row and the first

and fi:fth columns, representing O.S per ceniif tff farrilies) can expect roughly three times

as grear a loss t";;;i; i"":Jftg"t *rt" po as from the MT option-an average loss

of g12,?50 versus ga,rgs. on the^unde;iG data, this top 5 per cent of all families has

disposable ir,"omes 
'anging 

from $58'000 to $218'000')

Asalreadynoted,therearetwowaystoreadTableS.Thefrrstobviouspoiatisthat
the pD option at every level of inco-" *""ia generate a broader ralge of gaios and losses

than tle rvrt optioit. iior, it is substaili"jrv redistributive horizontally as well as

vertically. A corollary, bowever,-fl"*, i-- tr'J fact that the PD option was designed to be

sirnple 
"rra 

e"rr"r.liy"i""""r trr" ,"I;il;l; large gains and losses under ttre PD option

within each income group can therefore also be taken as showing how far away the tax

and transfer systems are from "t 
l"J;;;view of relative simplicity and neutrality or

indeed horizontaffirir-rrt;i;u"died in the design of the PD option'

MarginalTaxRates.Effectivemarginalincometaxrates(MTRs)arean
essential component in the ,"tuti"e irii"r i"i"a by individuals selling their labour

services and purehasing current ".,..," 
future consumption via the taxation of labour

incomeandofinvestmentincome,,op"",iu"ty.Tl'.,,majorconcerns.aboutoptionsfor
reforming taxes *a t 

"rrrr"rs 
focus orritr" effe"ts of these reforms on MTRs and hence on

incentives.

The salience of MTRs to peoples' actual-l"l1tt:"t':" ""!-:t']':elv''clear' 
The

empirical ""ia"r"" 
G certainly -i*'Jioruerg 1986)- Furthermore, even il one could

imagine apublic opinionpolr-ingnrmpo,i,,g tr," question in a way that is"comprehensible

to most canadians, it is"not clear thatmost know their own MTR to within five percentage

points.Inturn,ifmostpeopledonotknowtheirMTRwithanyprecision,itisdirrcultto
see how small changes (less than s n"*r"t"ge points, say) or-e"en modest changes in

MTRs could have any signilicarrt i*pXtiott i"il""jo"r' Certainly many recent income tax
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changes involving marginal tax rate changes in the range of I to 5 percentage points (e.g.,

introduction of the child and sales tsx credits with their 5 per cent tax-back rates, the

federal high-income surtaxes in f985 and 1986, and the phase-out of the $200 basic
federal tax reduction) do not appear to have had any noticeable effects on economic

activity.

Notwithstanding these possible limitations, Table 9 presents MfRs for the status
quo (SQ) and tlre tws reform options (MT and PD) for a set of hypothetical families. This

set consists of three pure stereotypical families amayed along a range of points on the

income spectrum. (Recall frbrn Table 6 that about 50 per cent of all families have market
incomes under g25,000 andgO per cent have market incomes under about $55,000. Thus,

about l0 per cent of families would frnd the last four rows of Table 9 applicable.) The

rnargin in the case of the MTRs in Table 9 is an extra $100 of employment income.

The frrst observation worth drawing from the table is that at present, MTRs are

courplex and counter-intuitive. Nowhere in the table are there tax rates that resemble

the 10 basic federal rates on the detailed tax calculation schedule of the federal income

tax return. On top of the federal rates are provincial income taxes, surt4les, payroll

taxes, and GIS, child tax credit, and federal sales tax credit tax-backs'(as well as tax-

backs associated with provincial sales and property tax credits, hospital insurance
premium assistance., public housing, day care, and educational assistance' none of which

is considered here). Even with the exclusion of social assistance, under the status quo

(SQ), MTRs do not increase uniformly with income-note the 80 per cent MTR for the

elderly couple at g10,000 of income rezulting from the overlap between GIS and the

positive income tax system, as well as tbe decline in the MTR for the couple with two

children after 940,000 because of the phase-out of the child tax credit tax-back. It is

diffrcult to imagine Eany Canadians knowing in any detail, let alone understanding,

their MTRs under the current tax and transfer systems.

The MT option shows even greater complexity and variation in MTRs. This is the

result of the new tax-backs on OAS and Family Allowance, the expanded role of the

refundable sales tax credit, and the increased overlap between GIS and the positive

income tax system resulting from abolition of the age exemption. The MTRs for the-MT

option illustratc the worsening hodgepodge that could easily result from a continuing
series of piecemeal reforms to the tax and transfer system in the absence of a coherent

plan or objective. [n almost all cases, MTRS are the same or higher under the MT option

tfian under the status quo, and in many cases they are signifrcantly higher (i.e., by more

than 5 percentage pnints).

Before turning to the PD option and its MTRs, it is worthwhile to consider brielly
recent U"S. tax reforms and the move there to an almost flat-rate tax. The media have

focused on the 15 and 28 per cent tax rates resulting frorn this reform. However, lfiese

rates refer to U.S. federal income texes only, in a society where public health insuraace is

linit€d in scope and payroll traxes are considerably higher; moreover, the rate euts are

accompanied by a major increase in corporate income taxes. If in this Canadian anqlysF

we suppose there will not be sharply increased reliance on eorporate or commodity t+Eif'
and if we include both federal and provincial income taxes, payroll taxes, a"d ta"-b.ad$b
socialtransferprograms, thenitissirrply notpossible foroverallMTRS of t59gd,S39r
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TABLE & Marginal Effective Income Tax snd Tax-Back Rates

Non-Transfer
Income ($)

Single, Non-elderlY

SQ MT PD

ElderlyCouple

SQ MT PD

Couple,2 Children

SQ MT PD

Eligiblea
o

5,000

lo,0oo

NotEligiblea
0

5,000

10,000

15,000
16,000

20,000

25.000

30,000

35,000

40,000

45,000

50,000

60,000

?5,000

100,000

150,000

r00? 100?

100? 100?

28.0 3?.6c I

1.8b 1.8b

12,2b 12.2b

28.0 3?.6c I

29.6 29.6
33.1b 29.6

29.8 29.8

34.2 34.2

31.2 37.2

3?.8 3?.8

3?.8 3?.8

45.4 45.4

45.4 45.4

45.4 45.4

51.4 51.4

5r.4 51.4

51.4 51.4

I 
tu:*

l,rr7.5

3r.s

100? 100?

50.0 50.0

80.3d 83.8d

16.4

36.4

36.4

100?

r00?

r00?

76.4

77.5b

'17.5b

100?

100?

r00?

36.4

3?.5b

3?.5

36.4
36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

56.?

56.7

56.?

66.:l

56.?

56.?

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4
36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

56.?

56.?

56.?

56.?

56.7

56.?

1.8b

3.6b

12.2

28.1
33.0h

28.3

34.8e

39.2e

42.2e

42.8e

3?.8

45.4

45.4

5r.4

51.4

5r.4

1.gb

3.6b

21.8c

3?.9c
3?.9c

38.3c

34.8e

39,2e

42.2e

42.8e

42.8e

36.4

3?.5b

3?.5b

36.4
36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

36.4

56.7

56.7

56.7

56.?

56.?

56.7

50.0 50.0

50.0 50.0

80.3d 833cd

28.3 36.8c
28.3 38.3c

28.3 27.3

29.8 29.8

34.2 U:2f

37.2 4'1.2f

3?.8 47.8f

45.4 55.4f

45.4 55.4f

45.4 55.4f

51.4 6r.4f

51.4 61.4f

51.4 51.4

42.8s1
I

50.4c 
I
I

45.4

51.4

51.4

5r.4

Notes: a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

F.
n.

For provincial social assistance or GIS topup9 (SQ an{VT) o.r-p-rovincial support tier (PD)'

ilift;; C/OIF.o"iriU"-ii""Ja"a UtC crintfibutidns (SQ and MT only).
iiiot" lt""tiig of 10 per cent sales taxcredit tax-back rate'
Overlap of GIS and positive tax system.
N"t" s6ct ine of 5 *r cent child tax credit tax-back'
Note stackini of 10 per cent OAS tax-back.
Note stackinE of 5 plr cent FA tax-back-
Note stackins of s ;;-;;;i'ilU"k'Ior the refundable sales tax gedit; does not appear for

elderly becauEe of inclusion of OAS in net income'

Sidebars on right (left) indicate more than a 5 percentage point increase (decrease) in effective

marginal tax rates.

Volksmodel applied to hypothetical families and 1986 tax/transfer structure.Source:
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cent to raise the requird amounts of revenue. Indeed in the U.S., actual poet"reform
MTR5 will be considerably higher when state incorne and payroll taxes are included.

This potentially misleading view of U.S. post-reform tax rates should be borae in
inind when consideri.ng the MTRs in the PD option. The MTRs in Table 9 are .

cnomprehensive. They include federal and provincial income taxes, which themselves

.effectively constitute the tax-back on a new nation-wide income supplementation

program, payroll taxes, bnd the 40 per cent tax-back on provincial income support

benefrts.
,,, ,

Even if the MTRs frrJg''ttre results typically assumed by neo-classical econornic

th"ory, the behavioural effects of the PD option are dilfrcult to judge. The reason is simply

that in some income ranges MrRs are higher and in others they arelo*:Lottd"t the FD

;oti;i than under trte Sd. For example, under the PD option a couple with two children

would faee a si'rrilicat tt] frigttut MTR (i-e., more than 6ve percentage poilF higher) if
their inco,me was under $zo,ooo (about 30 per.cent of all families with children-recall

Table 6) and they were not receiving social assistance. Of they were, their MTR would

drop significantly from 100 per cent to about ?5 per cent.) In the $25,000 to $30'000 range

(about 20 per cent oiall families with children), th"t" would be essentially no change; in

ir,. $sS,odo to $40,000 ranse (about 3! ner cent of families wit! 1!$r"1):il"^it MTRs

would drop signilicantly ,rid"t the PD option, while in the $45,000 to $60'000 range

(about lb per cent of farnilies with children) MTRs would increase signilicantly. Above

$60,000 (about b per cent of families with children) it is not clear that increased MTRS

would be behaviourally signifi cant.

on balance, it is probably fair to say that the PD option represents only modest

progress on the objective related to incentives' As noted at the outset, we should not be

ioo su.prised if an option with such diverse objectives fails to achieve major improvements

on all fronts. If the reader feels more weight should be given to reducing MTRS, the PD

option could easily be amended to lower the tax rates' This would in turn require either a

reduction in basic guarantees or an injection of new monies'

lffespective of the precise level of the basic tax rate, the simpler and closer to

neutral design of the PD option may have other behavioural effects. A hey point is that

most people most of the time would be facing essentially the same MTR' In turn, this

means that income splitting and income averaging would become generally fruitless'

Finally, Table 9 does not reflect the effects of the 30 per cent cut in UI- benefrts

under the PD option nor the 10 per cent cut under the MT option' Such cuts would have a

-"1. Apf.* 
"ff""t 

on MTRs and incentives, one that has not been extensively analysed

empirically at the micro-economic level'

Average Tar Rates. According to convdntional neo-classical economic theory,

behaviour is inJluenced by both income hnd substitution effects. Substitution effects

;;il;;;;h relatiJe prices or rewards (e.g., work and leisure), and the MTRs just

discussed are the ,*ierarrt f"ctors. For the incqme effects, however, average changes in

disposable income i, 
"u"".g" 

effective income tax rates (ATRs) are relevant' (For
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example'someonewhowinsalotterymaynotfaceachangeintheirafter-taxwagerate"
but the income e{fect might still induce ,il"t 

" 
*ti *o'tl) Table 10 shows ATR' for the

same stereotypical r"-ir[' and mostof ti"i"**"revels exarnt"*:t1:: 
,

Ingeneral,t,heresultsinTablel0mirrorthoseinTable?.BothMTandPDare
broadlyprogressiveintheirredi:1ri|uti:o"t"rr."t,.PDprovidesmoretotheelderlyand
farnilies with children than the MT, but r"", * orrr"rs. This is indicated by the locations of

the dashed lines inTable 10, which 
"h"*;l;;".omes 

where the reform options move from

fii;il;t than tt'e status qup to ATRs higher than the status quo'

.. I
Moregenerally,itisinterestingtoobservetheextenttowhichnettax/transfer

liabilities "ru 
,,"g"iive, indicared by;;;li"e ATRs. This means'that transfers'

refundable tax credits, or basic gu",""t"i'-i*"u"4 hxes owing' and hence that the family

is a net beneficiarv of rather thal a p";;;: ^t*1: 
Tle;d coss-over or break-even

points are indica;J ;;;iid lines- ii Table 10. For all three fa'milv tvpes' and

notwithstandi"g d;l;damental ,"ro.*sl*pri"9-U1 the PD option' these break-even

'points are relbtive;tl;tltt across the SQ' MT' and PD scenarios'

Indeed,thedilferencesbetweenscenariosforeachfamilytypeandincomelevelare
generally smaller;;;";" between r"-ilv types or iT"i" levels within each scenario'

This reinfor"", .o ob"ervation drawn ""tfiut 
ito* Table 6' namely that the status quo

already involves.oilLrrti"r redistribution. Thus, moving irom the SQ to the MT or PD

scenarios entails ,Jirr,itt'ti"e cha"lut'irt"l"t" smali compared to the movement

canada has already made since the nineteenth century, wlren there were essentially no

taxes or government transfers'

'fransitional Considerations

TheMToption,bydesign,canbeimplementcdfairlyreadily.Allthechangesinvolve
unilateral fed"."l'""tions. The ct a,tgJs t"" U" broken into smaller packages and phased

in gradually according to more d"t"i;i;;ioriti"" and considerations' The refundable

sales tax credit, even when fully phaseJl, *""ra be. smatl enough that year-end delivery

could continue. Thus, no chang". .;;ii;ould be required in existing administi'ative

arrangements.

ThePDoption,bycontrast:rys""muchmoredilfrcultproblems.Theoptionisso
diJferent from the status quo that it i'-J#'""rt to imagine t g""auA transition in terms of

administration and delivery. There-are major gainers t"i lo'""'-so ttra! any gradual

phase-in for ttre iet benefristructu'e *oUaiitely risk a protracted period-of opposition

from the prospective tosers. As well, the provincet 
"'u ""o-ed 

to make rnajor changes in

their taxes and transferr, -"urrirrf ii", " complex series of federal-provincial

negotiatiorrs ,"ootJbe required- Not tf,e least of the issues is the presumption inherent in

the pD option that income ,oppt"-u"titio" St'qt'fa be a federal rlsponsibility and should

be uniform across the countrY

. with all these strikes against it, why proceed any further with consideration of the

. pD optior,r m" u.iic reason is that irtr,ur. is to be any signilicant improvement in our
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TABLE l& Average Effective Ta:rffransfer Rates

Non-Trans{er
Income ($)

Single, Non-elderly

SQ MT PD

Elderly Couple

SQ MT PD

Couple,2 Children

SQ MT PD

5,000 2.3 -6.7 -r4.0 :229.8 -231.0 -243.9 -33.3 -5?.1 -rm.6
' 

10,000 13.1 * '',1"], -84-1 -86.3 -103-8 -14-3

15,000 18.? 19.0 20.3 '34.7 -38.8 -5?.1 -1'0

-24.2 -33.0

-4.0 -9.5

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

45,000

50,000

60,000

?5,000

100,000

150,000

2t.7 2r.7

23.5 23.5

25.4 ?,5.4

27.t 27.L

28.5 28.5

30.0 30.0

3r.6 31.6

33.9 33.9

36.8 , 36.8

40.4 40.4

u.\ 44.L

-r9.0 -20.3

-9.2 -10.4

7.r 6.6

tt.1 r2.7

15.9 16.?

2.0

8.8

13.4 l28.4 -2.r -3.1

24.3

26.7

-33.?

-19.?

-10.3

-3.7

1.3

7.5

t2.4

r9.8

27.2

34.6

41.9

29.5

30.4

33.3

35.6

39.1

42.7

46.2

49.7

19.4

22.2

24.2

26.1

29.3

32.8

37.4

42.L

3.5 3.9

?.8 9.4

1r.3 13.?

t4.7 1?.9

19.8 24.1

25.4 30.7

31.9 38.4

38.4 42.8

20.1 16.?

22.9 L9.2

24.8 23.3
':-

21.2 26.7

30.8 31.?

34.0 36.?

38.4 41.7

42.7 46.7

Notes:

generating net losers instrad of net gainers- :

Source Volksmodel applied to hypothetical families and 1986 tax/transfers structure.

o

a

Solid lines indicate the points on the income spectrum where families'move from being net

recipients to net payers oftaxes/transfers-
Das'hed lines indicate the points along the income spectrum where the reform options start
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cuFent tax and transfer systems with respect to the objectives set out initially' then

fundamental changes approaching the magpitude of thos" i" la P-D onlion.Te essential'

proceeding with something like the PD option presupposes a broad national consensus on

the objectives and broad oitlines'of reform. In turn, iuch a consensus could emerge only

from some combination of electoral platforms, a royal'commission' government white

papers and fgderal-provincial political discussions'

For the sake of argUment, let us assume such a consensus would emerge' Then

technically, how mightgor"ryrrr"rrts proceed toward implementing something like the PD

option? The most impoitarrtistaiting point is'probably .the delivery system' Essentially'

the federal go""rn-ili *oola ha.,e-to move toward integrating the Supply "ig 
s"Tf::

canada (ssc) monthly cheque delivery system, Heatth and welfare canada's (HWC)

application forms and local offrce network, and Revenue carada-Taxation's (RCD tax

return processing system and administration of the source withholding system' Moves in

this direction "r. 
rtr".ay occurring with the recen! change introducing 9:Ji:tt of the

child tax credit in two instalrnentr, *ith flows of inforrnation-among fCJ, lWC 
and SSC

to keep address lists for Family Allowance curentn snd with crosschecks between RCT

""J 
HWC on net income reported for taxprrrposes andforGlS

one scenario begins with the child benefit system' In terms of the benefit

structure, the child tax-credit would have to move in appearance toward a demogrant

;il;r;nal exemptions were reduced to zero. More specifrcally, the turning point for

income testing tr,e cirila tax crgdit could be increased gradually frqm $23,500 while the

narital and child exemptions could be reduced towar'd zero. farnily Allowance cor'rld be

made non-taxable so as to maintain approximate fiscal neutrality for both federal and

provincial governments. 
would be

At the same time these changes in benefit structure were occurring, there

changes in delivery. child tax credits would start- being paid monthlt :-id would be

combined in one "i"qo" 
with Family Allowance. The general effect would be more tax

withheld at source for fathers and larger monthly cheques to mothers' This increase in

the gross flows of *o."y back and forth between families and goveinments could be

reduced somewhat by stirting to link the monthly cheque delivery system to the source

withholding system. For example, higher-income parents would be able.to..arrange on

their source withholding form to get more take-home pay in lieu of a monthly cheque in

respect of the children.

In the case of non-elderly adults, a slightly diJferent strategy could be followed'

The basic p"r*rr.i 
"*"mptiorr 

could be reduced gradually to zero; at the same time' the

refundable sales tax 
"."dit 

(only for non-elderly adutts) would be increased gradually

toward the basic federal guarantee under the PD option, the $15,000 point where income

testing begins would be increased to make the credit begin to look like a demogrant' As

the sales tax credit became larger, a shift to monthly delivery using a system similar to

that for GIS would occrlr. As with child benefrts, a link would have to be made between

ttre source withholding system and the monthly cheques. Individual ernployees would in

the tirst instance f""""r"irr""d take-home pay resulting from the phasing out of the basic

personal exernption, combined with larger monthly cheques from their refundable tax

credits. However, they should be able to amend their source withholding forms so as to
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increase their take-home psy by the amount of the refundable tax credit; after they had
done so they would stop getting monthly refund cheques.

Admittedly, moying the chitd and refundable sales tax credits toward dernogrants

by gradually,increasing their income testing thresholds runs eounter to conventional
wisdom about moving toward better targeting. However, it strould be borne in mind that

two other processes would be going on simultaneously; fust, these demogrants would

move to rronthly cheque delivery and then to delivery to the extent appropriate via the

source withholding system. Qg*.nd, personal exemptions would be gradually phased out-

Thus, another way to 
"ieri.rttris 

process is as the gradual conversion of personal

exemptions to refundable tax credits-

As a further ingredient in this process, the ten federal income tax brackets would

be gradually collapsed into the basic 29.5 per cent flat rate and the 16'5 per cent surtax'

In J'adition L UirL. gradual transition tothe PD option's tax rate structure, this process

"oufJ"f.o 
provide! dIgIee of freedorn to ensure that, at each step, the complete package

of changes had an apfropriate distributional impact. For example, tax rate and tax

.bracket chgnges 
"oold 

be designed so that they complemented increases in the $15'000

and g23,b00 income testing thresholds of the sales and child tax credits and cuts in the

basic personal, marital, and child exemptions'

This sketch of a gradual transition from the status quo to the PD option is akin to a

conjecture in mathemafucs; it does seem possible, based on this brief sketch, to square the

cije and move in graduaisteps to implement a fundamental reform of Canada's tax and

transfer systems. The full iroof of the theorem that there exists a sequence of

intermediate positions, each frscally neutral for federal and provincial governments, and

each involving a poteniially reasonable set of redistributive effects compared to the prior

position, will have to await a detailed micro.simulation analysis. Alternatively, such a

iransition might prove complex and obscure to the general public. Then, a cold turkey

approach like the recent U.S. ta]( reform might prove more appealing.

Assessment and Concluding Comments

At the outset ofthis analysis, several objectives and constraints were set out to guide the

development of options for the reform of canada's tax and transfer systems- Two options

were defined and analysed. these options, Modest Tinkering (MT) and Profound

Ilemolition (pD), were iesigued as two polar illustrative cases spanning the range of

reform options recently p.ri for*.td. It is now appropriate to return to the initial
objectives and constraints and to assess the success of the MT and PD options in their

tigtrt. ttre results are summarized in Table 11'

Both options met most of their common initial design objectives' The main

exception was the objective of introducing more opportunity for self'reliance, which has

been taken to mean ieduced marginal tax rates. If anything, MTRs are increased under

the MToption because of new or enlarged tax-back provisions. The PD option has a mixed



TABLE 11: Assessment of the MT and PD Options

Objective or Constraint MTOPtion PDQption

Common O\iectivesi

. Maintain universal accqss yes yei

,.1 , 
- 

'

a More to those most ifr need Yes Yes

. More opportunitv for self- *.U;;i?Xt:1r.. 
rnixed

reliance - 

]"""*ur rtt generallY Yeso Less to those with higher generartJ

incomes

r fiscal neutralitY Yes Yes

Constraints for MT (but not neces-

sarily for PD)

r No major changes to existing y€s {no)

programs

i (no' but fewer
. No losers in the lower- and n 

than in MT)
middle-income ranges

o Feasible to imPlement via

. Unilateral federal action yes (no)

. Small stePs Yes (maYbe)

Added Objectives for PD (but not MT)

o Major simplilication (no' worse) yes

o Adequatebasic'incomeguarantees 
(modestimprovement) 

r;;lt?:};1t",
larger families

o Neutrality (worse) 
' 
substantidl

lmProvement

I

L
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impact in this regard; in sosre income ranges the simplifred tax rate structure results in
Iower elfective marginal tax rates while in others, marginal tax rates are higher.

Several constraints were proposed at the outset to guide the design of the MT
option. All were met except the one regarding losers in the lower- and middle-incone
ranges. While this is clearly a desirable constraint, the MT option indicates that it is not
easy to achieie with the limited initiatives that could be considered. The abolition or
cutting back of tax expenditures caused losses in the lower-middle income range that
could not be offset by increases in a more targeted refundable sales tax credit.

,"
The design of the PD o'ption, instead of being guided by additional constraints as in

tlre case of the MT option, was guided by additional objectives. Generally, the PD option
was quite successful in meeting these new objectives, particularly that of majgr
sirnplilication. The least sucsessful area was that regarding adequate guarantees.
Because substantial weight was given to the objective of neutrality, the idea of
guarantees varying by family size was generally rejected; basic income guarantees varied
only by age. In turn, this meant the guarantees could not reflect the economies of scale
implicit in all the various standards of adequacy cited. As a result, the guarantees in the
PD option appear barely adequate for small families but quite adequate for larger
families. The PD option also achieved only mixed results with regard to improving
incentives.

Overalt, the MT option is feasible and implementable, but it appears somewhat
incbherent and has such a high ratio of losers to gainers that it would probably not be

worth the effort. The PD option, on the other hand, is much more arubitious and
relatively successful. However, its sweeping changes would require more public
discussion to generate a national consensus about the long-term objectives of such reform,
as well as a fully articulated series of transitional measures.
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Notes

l.Werefrainfromusingthetermsguiranteedannualincomeandguaranteed
adequate income because the a"corinting period and level of the basic income

guarantee *" i,"'"' or design parameters to be discussed'

Z. Whileihe task force reported to Cabinet in the summer of 19??' an edited version of

the paper *"" iot tabied by the Minister of Finance until November 19?8' two

months "ft", 
;;;;-*;;"r of the new refundable chjld tax credit.

3.ItmaybenotedthattheBusinessCbuncilonNationallssues(BCNI)seemsto
favour po'th MT and PD style options. In their December 1986 brief to the Minister

of Finance on social policy, trrev e*plicitly rejected big bang reforrn and instead

supported " 
,.ri", or irr"r"*"nt.l "t 

a'ges, including some very similar to the MT

option a"."riU"a ttere. On the other ha'id, in their October 1986 brief on tax policy'

the BCNI calisfor fundamental reform and major restructuring of the tax system'

4. Budget Speech, Februa ty 26'1986' page 12'

S.Forsiinplicity,dilferencesbetweentheQuebecandotherprovincialincometaxes
havebeenignored.Recallthatunderthefederal-provincialTaxCol}ection
Agreements,anychangeintaxableincomeinaprovincethatreducesfederal
income * ,"""rr,r"s b! one dollar generally reduces that province's iricorne tax

revenues bY about 50 cents'

6. The PD option is basically an elaboration of the Guaranteed Incomersimplified Tax

(GISD pr"."rr*a in woifson (1986). In that case' the option was designed to

. parallel the Macdonald (1985) uIsP proposal as much as possible' This was to

hightigtrt the failure of the UISP propot"i to take account of the personal income

tax system. For purposes of this J"*r, however, the GIST idea can be freed from

the need t" ;;;liJ in" UtSp. ltias been te"a-ed "profound demolition" so that

anyconnotationsinthenameputitonanequalfootingwiththeMToption.

1. The quantitative analysis below iloes not take account of possible behavioural

chanies, though they are discussed qualitatively'

g. As noted at the outset, we ignore the prospect of drawing uPon increased sales or

corporate income taxes. While this mighi be a politically fruitful tactic' from an

economic perspective it is largely sleight of hand' People ultimately bear all taxes'

either directly on their income or indirectly via some combination of higher prices'

lower wages, or lower returns on their as-sets. (of course, the ultimate

distributional impact of higher sales, corporate or Personal income taxes would

likelY be different')

9. Guarantees for the elderly are not increased for the same reason as in the MT

option-theprogramsforthenon-elderlypoorarelessgenerou:.:garethus
considered to be in greater need of improvement' The reduction in GIS tax-back
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10.

rat€s is consistent with the opening objective to "improve the opportunities

for . . . self-reliance', which in this case means saving for retirement-

This is probably due to several factors: the complexity of each province's benefit

formula, the large differences among provinces in these formulae, the substantial

deviations in, the amounts actually paid ti social assistance beneficiaries from

amounts calculated simply from a formula (in turn resulting from the discretion

given to caseworkers), and the general unwillingness of several provinces to

encourage public diqcugsibn of such comparisons'
,'

For example, in the Atlantic provinces comparing a single parent with one child to

a single disabled person, one child adds 41 per cent ($8,?18 versus $6,199), so two

children would add 61.5 per cent if we assume that a second child imposes half the

additional burden of the hrstchild, as provincial social assistance benefrt formulae

seem to do. Since a couple with two children is entitled to f 88 per cent of the

benefrts of a single disabled person' the incremental impact of the seeond adult

appears to be about 27 per""tri (t88 pen cent minus 161 per cent) or $1,6?4' Adding

gl,ez* to g6,199 ana ii"iaing by two, we get an average of $3,93? per_adult' A

similar calculation for Quebec, Ontario and the'West yields 36, 13, and 52 per cent

for the relative incremental elfects of a second adult, $2,035, $883, and $3,635 for

the incremental dollar amounts, and $3,844, $3,836, and $5,313 for the average per

adult respectively.

The volksmodel is a simplified version of the social Policy simulation
Database&todel (SPSD&{), a project being undertaken in the Social and Economic

Studies Division, Statistics Canada. The objectives of the SPSD4T{ project include

the development of an integrated tool (i.e., database and modelling software) for

analysis of social and tax policy. This analytical capacity will soon be made

available to the public.

11"

12.
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